Targeted expression of two proteins in neural retina using self-inactivating, insulated lentiviral vectors carrying two internal independent promoters.
There is increasing interest in developing viral vectors capable of reliably delivering multiple therapeutic genes to targeted cell populations. Currently, bicistronic vectors carrying two transgenes linked by an internal ribosomal entry site (IRES) are the most commonly employed vectors to accomplish this goal. We and others have found that the protein encoded downstream of the IRES in these vectors is not reliably expressed. The purpose of this study was to determine if replacement of the IRES in our self-inactivating, insulated, lentiviral vectors with a second, independent, cell-specific promoter would produce a vector that reliably expressed two proteins in targeted retinal cells in vivo. Five dual promoter lentiviral vectors were constructed using our self-inactivating (SIN), insulated, lentiviral backbone. Each vector carried two independent transgenes encoding a fluorescent protein (GFP or tdTomato) whose expression was driven by three photoreceptor promoters (interphotoreceptor retinoid binding protein-IRPB1783; guanylate cyclase activating protein 1-GCAP292; rhodopsin-mOP500) and one ubiquitously expressed promoter (elongation factor 1alpha-EF1alpha). Constructs were packaged and injected into the optic vesicles of developing chicken embryos. The day before hatching, the retinas were removed and examined as whole mount tissues and as frozen sections using fluorescent microscopy. In our first experiment, we characterized the expression of the three photoreceptor promoters in chicken retina. The activities of GCAP292 and IRBP1783 were restricted to cone cells. GCAP292 was also active in a small sub-group of inner nuclear cells. The activity of mOP500 was restricted to rod cells. In our second experiment, we characterized the activity of three dual promoter vectors: GCAP292-GFP-IRBP1783-tdTomato, IRBP-tdTomato-GCAP292-GFP, and IRBP1783-tdTomato-mOP500-GFP. All three vectors produced easily detectable levels of GFP and tdTomato in transduced retinas, a result that prompted further analyses of the expression characteristics of these vectors. In retinas treated with either of the GCAP292/IRBP1783 dual promoter vectors, GFP and tdTomato were only detected in cone cells. No GFP was detected in the inner retina. In retinas treated with IRBP1783-tdTomato-mOP500-GFP, tdTomato was detected only in cone cells and GFP was detected only in rod cells, a result indicating that these promoters retained their intrinsic expression specificities in this dual promoter vector. In our final experiment, the ubiquitously expressed EF1alpha promoter was paired with either GCAP292 or mOP500 creating EF1alpha-tdTomato-GCAP292-GFP and EF1alpha-tdTomato-mOP-GFP. In retinas treated with EF1alpha-tdTomato-GCAP292-GFP, GFP was only detected in cone cells. In retinas treated with EF1alpha-tdTomato-mOP500-GFP, GFP was detected in rod cells and in several cells within the inner retina. The results of this study show that it is possible to construct dual promoter lentiviral vectors that reliably express two proteins in a cell-specific manner. Among the dual promoter vectors created for this study, we have identified two vectors that specifically target expression of both transgenes to cone cells and one vector that specifically targets expression of one transgene to cone cells and the other transgene to rod cells. The ability to create one lentiviral vector that is capable of targeting expression of multiple genes to single or multiple cells in vivo should prove very useful in the development and delivery of complex, combination therapies to diseased tissues.